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We present a quantum calculation based on scattering theory of the frequency-dependent noise of
current in an interacting chaotic cavity. We include interactions of the electron system via long range
Coulomb forces between the conductor and a gate with capacitance C. We obtain explicit results
exhibiting the two time scales of the problem, the cavity’s dwell time �D and the RC time �C of the
cavity in relation to the gate. The noise shows peculiarities at frequencies of the order and exceeding the
inverse charge relaxation time ��1 � ��1

D � �
�1
C .
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FIG. 1. (a) Two-terminal scattering problem. (b) Chaotic quan-
tum cavity; the capacitor C accounts for the interactions.
Electrical noise in mesoscopic conductors is known to
yield a wealth of information on microscopic mechanisms
of transport [1]. Recently, the focus in theory and experi-
ment has shifted from studies of noise spectra to those of
general current statistics including all the moments of
current [2]. Meanwhile, though, important properties of
the standard second moment, i.e., the part of statistics that
is normally associated with noise, are still to be uncovered
in several important aspects of direct relevance to experi-
mental investigations. An example is finite-frequency
noise of a mesoscopic conductor. The interest of studying
it is twofold. First, one expects that the noise will probe the
intrinsic dynamics of the conductor at the Thouless energy
(inverse dwell time �D). Second, at finite frequency, cur-
rent is no longer spatially homogeneous, and charge piles
up in the conductor. Coulomb interaction screens this pile-
up of charge, at a characteristic charge relaxation fre-
quency which may well be different from 1=�D. There-
fore, any theoretical treatment of finite-frequency noise
should take interaction effects into account [1]. Calcula-
tion of the noise spectrum of an arbitrary, interacting
mesoscopic conductor constitutes a formidable task, which
has so far been accomplished in specific cases only, like
mesoscopic capacitors [1], Coulomb blockade systems [3]
and Luttinger liquids [4]. Finite-frequency noise spectra
are of experimental relevance, as they can be measured
with recently developed quantum detectors [5] that distin-
guish finite positive and negative frequencies by separately
probing emission and absorption.

In this Letter we present a self-consistent theory of high
frequency quantum noise of a chaotic cavity. We calculate
emission and absorption spectra with the help of scattering
theory, including interactions to ensure current conserva-
tion. Besides providing timely guidelines for experiments
on noise spectroscopy, our theory paves the way towards a
consistent calculation of the finite-frequency higher mo-
ments of current, in particular, the presently actively in-
vestigated third cumulant [6]. We obtain the noise spec-
trum of a chaotic quantum cavity capacitively connected to
a screening gate; see Fig. 1. Specifically we show that,
06=96(5)=056603(4)$23.00 05660
under realistic conditions, the noise spectra show a distinct
enhancement at the inverse charge relaxation time ��1 �
��1
D � �

�1
C . The dwell time is �D � hNF=N, and the RC

time �C � hC=�Ne2�, where NF is the density of states of
the cavity at the Fermi level, N � NL � NR is the sum of
the total number of propagating electronic modes of the
left and right lead, respectively, and C is the geometric
capacitance. Similar peculiarities may well occur in the
spectra of other mesoscopic conductors at frequencies of
the order of their inverse charge relaxation times.

In the scattering theory of quantum transport the current
operator is given by [7]

Î ��t� �
e

2�@

X
n

Z
dEdE0ei�E�E

0�t=@�ây�n�E�â�n�E0�

� b̂y�n�E�b̂�n�E
0��: (1)

The operator ây�n�E� (â) creates (annihilates) electrons
incident upon the scatterer with energy E in propagating
mode n in lead �. Similarly, b̂y, b̂ denote electrons in the
outgoing states. For the two-terminal setup depicted in
Fig. 1(a), � takes values L and R for the left and right
leads, respectively. The operators â and b̂ are related by the
scattering matrix s, b̂�n�E� � s��;nm�E�â�m�E� [8]. The
matrix s is unitary and has dimensions N � N. Using s,
we eliminate the b̂ operators from Eq. (1). Defining the
current matrix

A�0���;mn�L;E; E0� � �mn�L��L� � s
y
L�;mk�E�sL�;kn�E0�;

(2)

we write current in the left lead as
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ÎL�t� �
e

2�@

Z
dEdE0ei�E�E

0�t=@ây�m�E�

� A�0���;mn�L;E;E0�â�n�E0�: (3)

The superscript �0� indicates that we deal with noninter-
acting electrons.

The current-current correlation function in the left lead
can now be written as h�ÎL�t��ÎL�0�i �

R d!
2� e

�i!tSLL�!�,
where we denote �ÎL�t� 	 ÎL�t� � hÎL�t�i. Using Eqs. (2)
and (3), and performing thermal averaging of products of
operators â and ây for equilibrium reservoirs, we obtain
the noise spectrum in the absence of interactions [1]

S�0�LL�!� �
e2

h

Z
dETr�A�0����L;E; E� @!�

� A�0����L;E� @!;E��ff��E��1� f��E� @!��

� �1� f��E��f��E� @!�g: (4)

Here f��E� is the Fermi function in lead �, kept at tem-
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perature T� and chemical potential �� [see Fig. 1(a)]; the
notation A�0����L;E; E0� indicates the N� � N� block of the
matrix A�0��L;E; E0�; Tr�C��� is the trace of the square
matrix C�� which implies summing over the N� propagat-
ing modes of lead �. For energy-independent scattering,
the integration over E can be straightforwardly performed
and Eq. (4) reduces to the result found in Ref. [9], valid for
a tunnel barrier or a quantum point contact. However, quite
generally the current matrix A contains correlations at
different energies separated by @! [10]. Here we consider
the effect of these correlations on the finite-frequency noise
of a chaotic quantum cavity, which can be treated in the
framework of random matrix theory. Specifically, we make
use of Ref. [11] to obtain the ensemble averaged, energy-
dependent quantity hTr�A�0����L;E; E� @!�A�0����L;E�
@!;E��i (no sum over � and �). In view of Eq. (2), this
amounts to the calculation of the average trace of the
product of two scattering matrices, which we achieve
with the help of Ref. [11], hTr�sy���E1�s���E2��i 	

�N�N�=N�g�E2 � E1�, where g�E� � �1� iE�D=@��1.
Similarly, we need
hTr�sy���E1�s���E2�s
y
"��E3�s"��E4��i �

N�N�
N2

�
���N"g�E2 � E1�g�E4 � E3� � ��"N�g�E4 � E1�g�E2 � E3�

�
N�N"
N

g�E2 � E1�g�E4 � E3�g�E4 � E1�g�E2 � E3�

g�E2 � E4 � E1 � E3�

�
:

These results depend on the cavity’s dwell time �D as well as on the number of modes NL;R in the leads. Certain
inequalities apply to these quantities. First of all, we assume �D to be much longer than the Ehrenfest time that
characterizes the spreading of a wave packet in the cavity [12]. This ensures that the electrons spend enough time in
the cavity for quantum chaos to fully develop and random matrix theory to apply. Hence our results are universal in the
sense that they do not depend on details of the cavity. Second, the results of Ref. [11] were obtained for a large scattering
matrix, i.e., in the limit N 
 1. We ignore corrections of relative order O�1=N�, i.e., weak localization is not taken into
account. Finally, we also ignore renormalization of transport by interactions [13], assuming that both leads are well-
connected to the cavity with NL;NR 
 1. However, the openings to the leads are much smaller than the total circum-
ference of the cavity in order for universality to hold.

Performing the ensemble average of (4), we find the frequency-dependent noise of a noninteracting chaotic cavity at
finite temperature � � 1=kBT and applied bias V,

S�0�LL�!� �
e2

h
NLNR
N

1�!2�2
DN=NR

1�!2�2
D

��
1�

NLNR
N2

�
2@!

1� e��@!
�
NLNR
N2

�
@!� eV

1� e���@!�eV�
�

@!� eV

1� e���@!�eV�

��
: (5)
We consider noise in the left lead; hence the dependence on
NL;NR is nonsymmetric. In the limit !! 0, Eq. (5) re-
duces to the known result for zero-frequency noise of a
chaotic cavity [14] which has been studied experimentally
[15]. We will discuss the frequency-dependent spectral
function below, after interactions have been included.

In order to treat the case of an interacting chaotic cavity
we follow the general framework of Ref. [16]. The central
idea is that fluctuations of particle current, as given by
Eq. (1), lead to a pileup of charge in the cavity that is
subsequently compensated by displacement currents in-
duced at the contacts and the gate. The total current at a
given contact can be written as the sum of particle current
and displacement current at that contact. To determine the
displacement current, the uniform self-consistent potential
of the cavity must be found [17], a problem that can be
solved explicitly within the random phase approximation
[16,18]. The resulting total current operator (sum of parti-
cle and displacement current) for the left lead is still given
by Eq. (3), however the current matrix A�0� is replaced by
an effective current matrix A � A�0� � �A, where �A
accounts for the displacement contribution. This guaran-
tees current conservation at finite frequency: the sum of all
currents at the contacts of the sample together with the
displacement current at the gate is zero. The explicit form
of �A reads [16]
3-2



FIG. 2. (a) Frequency-dependent symmetrized noise Ssymm�!�
in units G=� of an interacting chaotic cavity with NL=N�0:5
and charge relaxation times (from top) �=�@���10;3;1;0:3;0:1;
bottom curve corresponds to energy-independent scattering � �
0. Inset: corresponding circuit model. (b) Frequency-dependent
unsymmetrized quantum noise; parameters as in (a).
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�A����; E; E� @!� � i2�@!G��!�N ���E;E� @!�;

(6)

where

N ���E;E0� �
i

2�
sy���E��s���E� � s���E0��

E0 � E
(7)

is the density of states matrix and G��!� a frequency-
dependent response function, proportional to the emittance
[19] of the cavity. In the linear response regime,

G ��!� �
N�
N

e2NF
C� e2NF

1

1� i!�
; (8)

with a frequency dependence governed by the charge
relaxation time �.

Turning to the noise, we replace A�0� by A in Eq. (4) and
find the additional contributions to noise related to the
interaction correction �A. Performing the ensemble aver-
aging of these terms (hA�0��Ai, h�AA�0�i, and h�A�Ai), we
obtain the full noise spectral function: it is given by Eq. (5),
upon replacing the dwell time �D by the charge relaxation
time �. This is our central result, which we will discuss in
several relevant limits.

If V ! 0, we find the nonsymmetrized noise spectrum,

SLL�!� �
e2

h
NLNR
N

2@!

1� e��@!
1�!2�2N=NR

1�!2�2 : (9)

The symmetrized equilibrium spectrum �SLL�!� �
SLL��!��=2 is plotted in Fig. 2(a). According to the
fluctuation dissipation theorem, this is proportional to the
real part of the ac conductance GLL�!� � IL�!�=VL�!� of
the cavity. We obtain

Re �GLL�!�� �
e2

h
NLNR
N

1�!2�2N=NR
1�!2�2 ;

in agreement with a direct calculation [20]. At equilibrium,
the cavity corresponds to the effective circuit depicted in
the inset of Fig. 2(a). Here, GL and GR are the quantum
conductances of the left and right lead, respectively,
whereas C� is the series capacitance of the true geometric
capacitance C and the quantum capacitance e2NF of the
cavity. At low frequencies, the effect of this capacitance
can be ignored, and the noise is that of the series conduc-
tance G � GLGR=�GL �GR� � �NLNR=N�e2=h. At high
frequency, C� opens a new current path thereby increasing
the ac conductance and hence the noise. The corresponding
frequency scale is set by ��1, which is the inverse RC time
of the two resistances G�1

L and G�1
R in parallel, in combi-

nation with the capacitance C�. Quite generally, the non-
interacting case corresponds to the limit of large geometric
capacitance, such that the quantum capacitance—and
hence the dwell time �D—determines the dynamics. In
this limit the noise spectra are obtained from Eq. (5). The
result (9) for nonsymmetrized noise is plotted in Fig. 2(b).
There is a pronounced difference between noise at negative
05660
and positive frequencies, corresponding, respectively, to
absorption and emission. For negative frequencies a pecu-
liarity develops at !����1 as a manifestation of en-
hanced absorption due to charged fluctuations.

If eV 
 kBT; @! we have the nonequilibrium noise

SLL�!� �
NLNR
N2 ehIi

1�!2�2N=NR
1�!2�2 ; (10)

with hIi � GV the average current through the cavity. The
Fano factor F�!� 	 SLL�!�=�ehIi� is plotted in Fig. 3(a).
At zero frequency this gives the result SLL�0� � F�0�ehIi,
with the noninteracting shot-noise reduction factor F�0� �
NLNR=N2 [14]; the interaction correction is small in the
parameter 1=N [13]. At frequencies exceeding 1=�, the
Fano factor increases by N=NR. Let us also consider the
time-dependent second cumulant of charge transport [21]
for the left lead, given by

hhq2ii�t� � 2
Z d!

2�
SLL�!�

1� cos�!t�

!2 : (11)

Inserting (10) into (11) we have

hhq2ii�t� �
NLNR
N2 ehIit

�
1�

NL
NR

�
t
�1� e�t=��

�
: (12)

The time dependence of hhq2ii=�F0ehIi�� is plotted in
Fig. 3(b). The universal long time limit is reached only
after a time �; the ratio of the slopes at early and late times
is determined by the asymmetry given by N=NR.
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FIG. 3. (a) Frequency dependence of the Fano factor at a few
values of NL=N. (b) The second cumulant for a cavity with
NL=N � 0:9, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.3 from top to bottom.
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Finally, we address the feasibility of a measurement of
the above found noise spectra. For the cavities studied in
the experiment [15], the various conditions for our calcu-
lations to be valid appear to be met. The number of modes
in the leads is relatively large, N � 5–10. The Ehrenfest
time is of the order of 300 ps and the dwell time �D in the
nanosecond range. Given the size of a typical cavity, we
estimate �C up to 1 ns, thereby giving a charge relaxation
time � of the same order, still larger than the Ehrenfest
time. The condition !�� 1 can then be reached well
within the chaotic regime, using a Josephson junction in
the quantum limit as a detector, where the level spacing
(plasma frequency) is �10–100 GHz. Our results may be
helpful for future experiments on other mesoscopic con-
ductors also, such as a diffusive metallic wire capacitively
coupled to a nearby ground plane [22].
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